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Background 

The museum is situated in Hassock Meadow, which is reached by means of a track running at right 

angles to Wood Lane. The Meadow has probably always belonged to the Ramsey Abbey Estate 

because when the Abbey was founded in 969 AD, it was granted as its banlieu “the distance of a league 

around the abbey”. A league may have been anything between three miles and one mile, but even using 

the latter definition, the meadow would still have fallen within the abbey’s jurisdiction. The land 

probably remained with the Abbey until the dissolution of the monasteries in 1539, despite the fact that 

there is no mention of a Ramsey Estate in the Doomsday Book of 1086. 

 

With the dissolution of the monasteries, the Abbey Estates passed to Richard Williams, alias Cromwell. 

It seems the Williams/Cromwell line petered out in the 1670’s and the estate was bought by Colonel 

Silus Titus in 1675. Silus Titus died in 1704 and left the estate to his wife and daughters, the last of 

who died in 1732 leaving the estates to their servants who eventually sold them to the Fellowes family 

in 1737. 

 

Many of the buildings were reconstructed in their original form, each piece was marked and numbered, 

so as it was taken down, then put back in to its correct place as each building was rebuilt. For the full 

history of the museum please visit; http://ramseyruralmuseum.co.uk/full-history-of-the-museum/ 

LPS was invited to investigate at Ramsey Rural Museum by Rising Phoenix Paranormal Group.   

Ramsey Rural Museum is a large site it was felt that that two groups co-operating together would cover 

the area better and could then compare results to give an overview of the results from the paranormal 

investigation.  This report then covers the results of the LPS side of the investigation. 

 

Investigation 

19:30 LPS arrives on location and the team was given a guided tour around the museum 

 

20:37 - Small Barn  

The team Set up video recorder, rem pod, and various other pieces of equipment. The team did an EVP 

session with alternating questions. 

20:52  - Large Barn 

Dawn sensed a little girl with a skipping rope, skipping up and down the barn but felt it was residual 

energy. 

21:24  The team heard two clear taps in response to Dawn asking for a sign. 

 

21:30 Break and Chemist Shop where static cameras were placed 

 The chemist shop seemed to present as mystifying in that one had a sense that something was present 

but preferred to watch rather than be seen.  Given that all the items which are original like many others 

in the museum it may have been residential energy attached to one of the items.  
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22:10 - Small Hand Trade Room.  

Equipment set up and an EVP session took place. The team had another encounter with the spirit of a 

monk who claimed he was from the year 1560.  He spoke about his bible and seemed connected to the 

former abbey that was known to be on the site before the museum. 

 

Also the Ovilus was used with the following results,  

 

 1560 English Bible alphabet page past story human lay multiple demon appear outside night 

time think greater highway disaster life marker under trap (subsequent research has shown that 

the Geneva Bible was published in 1560 is this relevant given we were talking to a monk of that 

time period we do not know). 

 

 Return company bike tin award there was one next to the team 

 

 Observe electric video, that was relevant because was a bike and a video camera in the room. 

 

 Anthony saw uncle Paul kiss hug loving son, laugh enough, think change whole holiday climb 

hi return sunrise light that life type plants eat 

 

(The above is just our suggestion please do have a play on the words and let us know what you think)  

 

22:19 Andy gets a cold chill down one side. 

 

EVP debunked – Sound of someone screaming is now thought to be the sound of Ben opening a door 

behind the team when he was looking for the light switch.   

 

23:00 - Pump Room  
Set up video recorder with the rem pod. 

 

23:43 - School and War Memorial Room. 

Video recorder was set up with the rem pod and sound recorder. The lighting set off the rem pod every 

time it was switched on. The team conducted a séance first. Dawn felt a cold sensation on her right 

elbow during the séance. 

 

00:08 – School Room 

A Séance in the school area which included the singing of old nursery rhythms including one in French 

produced an unexpected result another group told us that they had contact with a young French boy 

who had fled to London during the war.  While the LPS team were in this area members experienced 

periods of ice cold atmosphere that could not be explained and undertook a silent vigil. 

 

Members also heard the sound of what sound like a car moving silently along the gravel courtyard 

outside the museum at around midnight.  However this would be impossible as there is no access today 

for vehicles to do this. 

 

The team encountered camcorders that were unaccountably physically turned off in one area (not 

battery failure but the switches had been turned off) while an identical set of cameras next to them were 

still recording and then in the next location the identical second set of cameras would be found to have 

been turned off while the first set of cameras were not. 

 

00:30 Break 
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01:15 – Cottage Séance. 

The decided to use the Ovilus three as part of the séance in an old cottage from world war two.  During 

the séance which ended up as a conversation with three spirits called “Tom” “Carol” and “Jim” who 

may have lived in the house.  The strongest part of the Séance came when the spirit of a preacher 

introduced himself and stated he was watching the team from the adjacent corridor and threatened to 

fully appear.  Despite much encouragement from the team, this did not occur. 

 

This resulted in the following words,  

 Observe paranormal business records appear short white projection. Although count hours how 

deplete metal file (is this a reference to sound recorders) AI. Rewind 

 Preacher Jim wore down bottle cough kiss wide size Pat laugh think double round girl figure, 

harvest supper, beans, rabbit taste 

 Tom bury Carol under moist pine tree outside east country property initial possible haste main 

answer beat rope how travel mercury compete fly 

(The above is just our suggestion please do have a play on the words and let us know what you think). 

 

02.05 Investigation Ends  

After investigation analysis 

Video footage revealed several orbs and some EVP.  These can be found on our website and you tube 

and face book pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


